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A Very Warm Welcome to this Summer Newsletter.
We are delighted to confirm that the Home is now ‘open’ again! We are already
welcoming new residents and providing respite care - I encourage anyone interested
in finding out more about what we offer to please get in touch!
After such an extremely difficult time for our residents, staff, and families of residents, visiting
restrictions have continued to ease further, although some safeguards, inevitably, must
remain in place for the moment.
Our Manager, Allan Fairweather, Deputy Manager, Pauline Riley, and all our staff continue
to work extremely hard at keeping James Hirons Covid-free, whilst also maintaining a
cheerful and thoughtfully caring environment for everyone. We have also increased our use
of i-pads across the Home and ‘Occasions’, including resident Walter’s hundredth birthday,
and this week’s garden party, have been celebrated on a smaller scale but with the same
level of enthusiasm, ensuring a good time has been enjoyed by all. We are looking forward
to the next hundredth birthday in a few months’ time!
Recent visitors to our gardens will have noticed that we have invested in a garden room to
provide an alternative meeting space. Improvements have also been made in the office,
where we have been busy upgrading our systems and introducing new technology to save
time and trees!
I am pleased to report that an independent review commissioned by the Board of Trustees
earlier in the year, and a recent Care Quality Commission Inspection of the Home have both
been very positive; this is of course very much welcomed, but we are also particularly
grateful for all the kind feedback we continue to receive from our residents and their families
which, as you can imagine, means a great deal to us.
At JH we are absolutely committed to providing everything possible that will help every
resident feel that ‘Every day is a day worth living’. With this in mind, over the next few
months, alongside our current surveys already obtaining honest feedback about what we do
well and anything that we could do better, we are planning an additional drive to identify and
detail as many ideas as possible from residents, staff and families about what we could add
to our current offer that would be really welcomed and help make that truly positive impact
on day-to-day life at James Hirons we are seeking – these could range from smaller ‘extra
mile’ actions to bigger ideas. We will then prioritise and action as many as possible over the
coming months. Do please contribute, therefore, as this goes forward, and we will keep you
posted!
As always, The Board of Trustees extends its thanks to all our Managers and Staff and
sends our warm wishes to staff unable to be at work at the moment due to ill-health, wishing
them well in their recovery.
I am very fortunate to be taking on the role of Chair of such a committed and skilled Board of
Trustees and to be taking over this role from fellow Trustee David Owen, who has done such
a wonderful job as Chair over many years.
Rose Ruddick, Chair of Trustees

